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CLASS NOTES 

Jeff Cooper’s Defensive Color Codes 

These color codes white, yellow, orange and red, represent different states of defensive readiness. The 
recognition of each state should trigger an active response within us. Recognition of these states and the 
appropriate level of response can make a difference minimally on our quality of life or at the worst case 
our survival. 

White: Unaware and Unprepared 

Most citizens will never face a significant confrontation with a criminal. There-
fore we have become comfortable and confident and never give it another 
thought, so we take no precautions and undertake no training. We live in an 
unaware and unprepared state. Most people live in this state. It is a vulnera-
ble, dangerous, foolish state to live. 

Yellow: Relaxed Alert  

Those of us that choose to train and prepare for the unexpected live in this 
elevated state. We are aware of our environment and who is around us as 
well as noting who is entering and leaving our proximity. It sounds distracting 
and a lot of work but with constant practice, it will becomes second nature. 
With practice it’s just as easy to live in relaxed alert state as it is to be una-

ware and unprepared. This is where we want to live.   

Orange:  Specific Alert  

In this state, something has triggered our senses. “Something does not feel 
right.” We know that if something does not feel right, then something is prob-
ably not right. We begin to look for that source of uneasiness with urgency, so 
we can identify it and respond appropriately. It may be nothing but something 
obvious or subconsciously told us to pay attention. It does It require our im-

mediate attention. 

Red:  Active Defense   

We are now in full active defense mode at this point. We have identified a 
threat that demands our response. Either we are moving to a safer location, 
complying or verbally engaging using de-escalation techniques. This is an in-
tense, intellectual and emotional moment we are experiencing. Its full of risk 
and requires our best thinking. We are drawing from our preparation, training 

and skill sets to making sure that we create the best outcome possible for us and whoever is with us. 

 

 

 

 


